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QUESTION 1

A customer wants to select the entire order details for the largest transaction for each of 2 million customers from a 20
million row DB2 source table containing order history. Which parallel job design would satisfy this functional
requirement? 

A. Partition on customer key,sort on customer key and transaction amount,remove duplicates on customer key. 

B. Use a Sort Aggregator stage with calculated column based on the maximum value of transaction amount column. 

C. Partition and sort the input to a Filter stage by customer number. Filter with the clause "MAX (transaction_amount)". 

D. Partition and sort the input to a RemoveDuplicates stage using the customer key and transaction amount columns.
Remove duplicates on customer key. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

A DataStage job uses an Inner Join to combine data from two source parallel datasets that were written to disk in sort
order based on the join key columns. Which two methods could be used to dramatically improve performance of this
job? (Choose two.) 

A. Disable job monitoring. 

B. Set the environment variable $APT_SORT_INSERTION_CHECK_ONLY. 

C. Unset the Preserve Partitioning flag on the output of each parallel dataset. 

D. Explicitly specify hash partitioning and sorting on each input to the Join stage. 

E. Add a parallel sort stage before each Join input,specifying the "Don\\'t Sort,Previously Grouped" sort key mode for
each key. 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

QUESTION 3

Which Oracle data type conversion is correct? 

A. Oracle data type RAW converts to RAW in Oracle Enterprise stage. 

B. Oracle data type NUMBER(6,0) converts to INT32 in Oracle Enterprise. 

C. Oracle data type NUMBER(15,0) converts to INT32 in Oracle Enterprise stage. 

D. Oracle data type NUMBER converts to DECIMAL(38,0) in Oracle Enterprise stage. 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 4

You are about to begin major changes to jobs in a project. You want to conveniently identify job changes on an ad hoc
basis. What two tasks will allow you to identify changes to your jobs? (Choose two.) 

A. Import the original job from a .dsx export. 

B. Select the job,then right click Compare within. 

C. Select the job,then right click Cross Project Compare. 

D. Before making a change to a job make a copy of the job in a different category folder. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 5

Records in a source file must be copied to multiple output streams for further processing. Which two conditions would
require the use of a Transformer stage instead of a Copy stage? (Choose two.) 

A. Renaming one or more output columns. 

B. Concatenating data from multiple input columns. 

C. Converting some input columns from integers to strings. 

D. Directing selected output records down one output link rather than another. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 6

Which job design technique can be used to give unique names to sequential output files that are used in multi-instance
jobs? 

A. Use parameters to identify file names. 

B. Generate unique file names by using a macro. 

C. Use DSJobInvocationID to generate a unique filename. 

D. Use a Transformer stage variable to generate the name. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

You are setting up the parallel engine configuration file. Which two statements are true about file system efficiency?
(Select two) 

A. Using multiple scratch spaces in a logical node improves performance. 
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B. Creating scratch disk space on an internal disk improves sort performance than NFS drive. 

C. Specify a directory for the resource disk in the partition where the engine is installed. 

D. In a clustered environment where NAS is used for a common storage,specify the internal disk for scratch disk. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 8

What three element Names are required to create Shared metadata? (Choose three.) 

A. Schema 

B. Database 

C. Project Name 

D. Host System 

E. Database Instance 

Correct Answer: ABD 

 

QUESTION 9

You are setting up project defaults. Which three items can be set in DataStage Administrator? (Choose three.) 

A. suite roles 

B. default for compile options 

C. defaults for environment variables 

D. default for Runtime Column Propagation 

E. default prompting options,such as Autosave job before compile 

Correct Answer: BCD 

 

QUESTION 10

You are responsible for deploying objects into your customers production environment. To ensure the stability of the
production system the customer does not permit compilers on production machines. They have also protected the
project and only development machines have the required compiler. What two options will allow jobs with a parallel
transformer to execute in the customers production machines? (Choose two.) 

A. Add $APT_COMPILE_OPT=-portable 

B. Set $APT_COPY_TRANSFORM_OPERATOR 
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C. Export the jobs with Information Server Manager with the executables. 

D. Create a package with Information Server Manager and select the option to include executables. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 11

What are the three features of Information Server that allow you to deploy DataStage objects? (Select three) 

A. istool 

B. dscc.exe 

C. $APT_COPY_TRANSFORMER 

D. Designer Client Export 

E. Information Server Manager 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

QUESTION 12

The number of File Set data files created depends upon what three items? (Choose three.) 

A. Schema definition of the file. 

B. File system limitations. 

C. Number of physical processing nodes. 

D. Number of processing nodes in the default node pool. 

E. Number of disks in the export or default disk pool connected to each processing node in the default node pool 

Correct Answer: BDE 
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